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態について.長崎大学風土病紀要, 2( 1 ):67-71, 1960｡
2)前田理:野外における殺虫剤の使用方法と効果
判定に関する研究1.便他の殺姐実験(1)一　長崎大
学風土病紀要　4 (2): 135-140, 1962.
Summary
Field experiment for evaluating the control of the fly maggots in the privy was made at
Shiraki village, Nagasaki City, during the period from early August to late October, 1962.
Three insecticides, Diazinon, Nankor and DDVP, having been proved to be recommendable in
the previous experiments (Maeda, 1962) were only used in the experiment. 13 treatments
including 12 ones obtained combining 2 dosages and 2 concentrations of each insecticide, and a
control, were weekly applied to 39 privies at random. The results obtained are summarized
as follows :
1) Although these three insecticides appear nearly equally effective when compared the
meansurvival numbers of older larvae 2 days after the treatments, they are slightly different
in effectiveness in residual effect and consequently in the breeding number of larvae 7 days
after the treatments.
2) The smaller breeding number of larvae 7 days after the treatments with Diazinon and
Nankor, and being slightly more retardative in days of pupation in the accumulated frequency
curves of pupae in these insecticides than DDVP suggest that the former two insecticides are
slightly higher than the latter in the residual effect.
3) Application of a dosage of an insecticide in a small amount in a higher concentration
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by the pneumatic hand sprayer appears slightly superior to that of the same dosage in a large
amount in a lower concentration by the watering can.
4) From the results of the present experiment and those, carried out in the successive
three years, 1960-1962, Diazinon and Nankor are found more effective than the other
insecticides commonly used in the privy, and are expected to make a good control when the 5%
emulsion concentrates of these insecticides are applied in a 1: 50 diluent at the rate of
0.3l/m2 by the sprayer or in a 1: 500 diluent at 3 l/m2 by the can, against the widest
surface of the privy.
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